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Synopsis

This concise guide to cannabis delves into pot culture and history, from Herodotus to the hippies and beyond. It also covers the essentials of using, cultivating, and cooking with weed; identifying pot varieties; and understanding legal and health issues. Handy and to the point, The Little Black Book of Marijuana gives you "the dope" on pot, from possible side effects and risks to medical uses and their efficacy. Learn about cannabis history and the issues around its legalization. Includes full-color photos of marijuana varieties.
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Customer Reviews

I bought this sweet little book on Kindle as soon as it was published and am amazed at how Steve has managed to cram so much information into his allotted word count! Covering the history of marijuana, legalization issues, cultivation, medical use, different ways of how to use, recipes, strains and marijuana culture, this book is compacted to perfection and this little edition is turning out to be my best friend while traveling on short journeys. This type of short book on marijuana has been long overdue and I am very happy that Steve Elliott has put "pen to paper" in such a concise, easy to read and entertaining way - great photos too! And lastly - the price? The publisher got this right, fershur - sensible pricing that most folks can afford. I hope that we will be seeing a price reduction across the whole Kindle range of eBooks to reflect the great value for money such as this Little Black Book of Marijuana obviously reflects. Thank you, Steve, for this great Little Black Book of Marijuana.
Potential medical marijuana patients will especially find this book handy when discussing medical marijuana with their doctors. It is a quick, entertaining read that I consumed from front to cover without putting down. The education you get from it is well worth the paltry price. It has references to the facts that all stoners know but don't have a way to support their arguments. Plus the mole skin cover and elastic band make it easy to carry without having to worry about it getting too tattered on the road. It's great for pulling out of your pocket in the middle of a marijuana debate to dispel evil myths with cold hard fact.-Like marijuana and schizophrenia(bul***it)-Marijuana smoke and lung cancer(they tried to prove it and instead found it may cure cancer)-Marijuana as a gateway drug(myth)-History of marijuana(10,000 years)-Medical benefits of marijuana(tons of uses)-And much much more-Plus references to all the studies that prove the information insideEven law enforcement can gain benefit from this book. It could help serve to update their knowledge on the benefits of marijuana.

Here is a crash course on cannabis in a neat tiny package. If you are new to marijuana use and especially if you have never used marijuana, this book is an invaluable little reference that will give you the honest low down on the essential information you need to know. Author Steve Elliott, editor of the popular cannabis website Toke of the Town (Village Voice Media), puts myths to rest and addresses society’s biggest concerns about cannabis with solid research and backed up by the latest scientific evidence. Not just for beginners, the Little Black Book of Marijuana makes a great resource for activists as it lets you quickly and easily put your fingers on facts and stats when you need them most. With this book as your guide, you'll be well prepared for the next impromptu marijuana debate that breaks out (and you know they do). Even veteran marijuana enthusiasts will undoubtedly learn a new tidbit or two in these pages. Of course this tiny book isn't big enough to go into great depth, but after reading you'll have a solid basic knowledge of these cannabis related topics: Marijuana History, Marijuana and Health, Should Marijuana be Legalized?, Cannabis Cultivation, Medical Uses of Marijuana, Ways to Use marijuana, Marijuana Recipes, Varieties and Strains of Marijuana, Marijuana Culture

This is a must read for any one even a little curious about marijuana history, use, and medicinal value. Talented author and hope to see much more from him.

This book is great for many reason. It's small enough to carry around, without taking up hardly any room. Which has led me to taking it around and going over it with Aunts, brothers and other friends
and family that were either firmly against cannabis use as a medicine or otherwise or were just uneducated. With this one tiny book I was able to shed new light on the subject with them in a way they could understand and I was comfortable talking to them about. This is a great little book and at a low cost you can't beat it for its educational value and even its binding style rocks. I have to say thanks for doing such a fine job with a subject that is nothing if not a pain to talk about.

Very informative, I did not know half of the things that I found on this book. It comes with color pictures and it has a nice fabric soft band to keep the book close. This is what you would call my little black marijuana book. Great if you are going into the business such as working on a dispensary or you are just seeking knowledge on this subject.

Great writer... Right to the point & covers all sides of issue... Let’s you know the history and the pros & cons of this powerful ancient herb called cannabis ... It’s an amazing gift of our earth but it needs to be respected & understood or else like any other herbs, nutrients, psychoactive or phiso altering substances it can harm as well as help. The idea that just allow people including our youth to smoke or ingest at will is flying too close to the sun... It’s foolish and irresponsible as a society. The cannabanoids are needed & the oils. The high or psychoactive neurological affects need to be used with care like Alcohol. If we have a stoned society I’m not certain it will turn out all roses. So the book is fair and informative. Everyone will interpret my views according to political angles but I’m a straight shooter and believe that getting high on occasion can be beneficial but now with the cash registers ringing up we may get an overload that has unintended consequences. Peace
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